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Shock tube experiments and simulations are conducted with a spherical gelatin filled skull–

brain surrogate, in order to study the mechanisms leading to blast induced mild traumatic

brain injury. A shock tube including sensor system is optimized to simulate realistic impro-

vised explosive device blast profiles obtained from full scale field tests. The response

of the skull–brain surrogate is monitored using pressure and strain measurements. Fluid–

structure interaction is modeled using a combination of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

simulations for the air blast, and a finite element model for the structural response. The

results help to understand the physics of wave propagation, from air blast into the skull–

brain.The presence of openings on the skull and its orientation does have a strong effect on

the internal pressure. A parameter study reveals that when there is an opening in the skull,

the skull gives little protection and the internal pressure is fairly independent on the skull

stiffness; the gelatin shear stiffness has little effect on the internal pressure. Simulations

show that the presence of pressure sensors in the gelatin hardly disturbs the pressure

field.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Blasts or explosions are the most common mechanisms of injury in

modern warfare (Cernak and Noble-Haeusslein, 2009). The inci-

dence of blast induced mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) has

increased dramatically in recent wars, mainly due to the increase

use of improvised explosive devices (IED’s) and the improvements

in protective equipment, which have decreased the mortality rate.

Typical symptoms of troops exposed to blast induced mTBI are

memory and cognitive deficits, as irritability, anxiety, fatigue, and

headaches. The mechanisms responsible for blast induced mTBI

are very complex (Säljö et al., 2011), including direct interaction

with the head through the skull and/or head rotation; and inter-

action between chest and central nervous system through large

blood vessels (Cernak and Noble-Haeusslein, 2009; Scherer and

Schubert, 2009). The transfer of external blast through the skull

into the brain is not known in such detail to develop injury criteria

which will allow quantification of the risk on brain injury result-

ing from blast, and eventually design protective measures (e.g.,

helmets), as well as improve diagnostics.

To investigate the causes leading to blast induced mTBI, blast

experiments on animals have been conducted, either using shock

tubes (Long et al., 2009; Alley et al., 2011), explosives (Axelsson

et al., 2000), or weapons (Säljö et al., 2008). Testing living animals

is controversial due to ethical issues. The mechanical properties

of living brain tissue decay very quickly with time (Garo et al.,

2007), and hence testing cadavers is not representing reality cor-

rectly. As an alternative, blast tests on biofidelic surrogates can

be performed (Alley et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011), with the lim-

itations that they tend to be too simplistic, and the mechanical

properties may differ from the actual head/body they represent.

To investigate the complex wave propagation mechanisms leading

to mTBI, a combination of experiments and numerical modeling

is highly recommended. This enables to: (i) avoid a trial-and-

error approach, involving large-scale use of laboratory animals,

head surrogates, shock tube experiments, etc; (ii) study a spec-

trum of blast wave conditions that lead to the onset of mTBI; (iii)

understand the brain response related to geometry, skull openings,

through different structures of skull, brain, etc; (iv) analyze exper-

imental data. The blast air flow around a human head (helmet) has

been studied using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models

(Mott et al., 2008). Fluid–structure interaction (FSI) between blast

explosion and human head has been modeled using a combination

of Eulerian and Lagrangian models (Chafi et al., 2009; Moore et al.,

2009; Moss et al., 2009; Taylor and Ford Corey, 2009; Grujicic et al.,

2010). In (Zhu et al., 2011), FSI simulations of shock tube blast

experiments on a small surrogate were modeled using a combina-

tion of multimaterial arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (MMALE) for

the air and Lagrangian model for the surrogate, coupled by means

of a penalty formulation.

The goal of this investigation is to understand the interaction

(reflection/transmission) between a blast wave and the human

head. Similar to (Zhu et al., 2011), shock tube blast experiments

and simulations are combined. A simplified spherical human head

size skull–brain surrogate is used, which is exposed to a typical IED

blast load. FSI is modeled using an uncoupled approach, a CFD

model for the blast in the shock tube, and a Lagrangian finite

element (FE) model for the surrogate response. The structure of

this study is as follows: Section 2 discusses the experiments and
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FIGURE 1 |Typical blast pressure-time curve (Friedlander curve).

simulations; the results are presented in Section 3, followed by a

discussion and conclusions in Section 4.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The shock tube and the design of the IED blast is discussed in

Section 2.1, followed by a description of the surrogate and the

measurement devices 2.2, and the numerical model in Section 2.3.

2.1. REPRODUCING AN IED BLAST PROFILE

Far field explosions can be reproduced by means of shock tube

experiments, which allow testing living (sedated) animals or sur-

rogates. Shock tubes have the advantage over explosives that the

blast profile is more reproducible, and allow to more easily perform

measurements. The two most critical components of the wave

pressure profile which describe the potential of a wave to cause

injury to personnel, or damage to structures, are the maximum

overpressure and the duration of the positive phase, Figure 1. In

a biological material (e.g., brain tissue), the negative phase under

pressure could potentially lead to cavitation. The effect of a blast

explosion on the human head is a FSI problem, where part of the

air shock wave is reflected against the skull, and part is transmitted

through the brain internal structures, causing mTBI.

A shock tube consists of a driver section and a driven section.

The driver section is pressurized and is separated from the driven

section by means of a membrane. When the membrane is perfo-

rated, it triggers a shock wave, which moves away from the driver

section. The original blast tube used at TNO for this experiments

has a cross section of 0.4 m × 0.4 m and a total length of 17.6 m,

Figure 2A. The shock tube has a transparent section for high speed

photography, Figure 2B. It is able to generate a blast wave with a

maximum peak pressure of 70 kPa, with a positive phase dura-

tion of about 40 ms. This phase duration is much too long for

an IED. Data with IED experiments are collected and translated

in a lethality model, which represents Bass’ lethality model (Bass

FIGURE 2 | Shock tube. (A) Sketch and dimensions; (B) transparent

section with surrogate.

et al., 2008) and an auditory injury model (Richmond and Axels-

son, 1990). Figure 3 presents in what range the IED data are to be

expected. A representative IED pressure profile should have a peak

pressure in the range of 10–200 kPa and a positive phase duration
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in the range of 4–10 ms. The pressure-time blast profile depends

on the tube dimensions and driver unit, the gas type, and is highly

sensitive to the exact location in the tube. Hence, to obtain such a

short phase duration, the original shock tube design was modified,

by replacing the original driver section by a smaller driver section

(1.2 l) and placing the object closer to the membrane (6 m). The

FIGURE 3 | Representative IED and lethality curve. Data from IED

experiments presented in a lethality model (Bass et al., 2008) and an

eardrum rupture model (Richmond and Axelsson, 1990). The IED data points

are presented by the red dots (in the circle).

result is a peak pressure and positive phase duration of 40 kPa and

6 ms, which has been used throughout the experimental campaign

reported in this study.

2.2. SIMPLIFIED SKULL–BRAIN SURROGATE: MEASUREMENTS

A spherical human head size skull–brain surrogate is exposed

to a representative IED shock tube generated blast. The sphere

(“skull”) is made of modified bone-like Synbone1 polyurethane

(PR0110 Generic hollow sphere), 7 mm thick, with a 0.19-m exter-

nal diameter, and a 0.04-m diameter opening. The sphere is filled

up with 10% mass ballistic three gelatin (brain stimulant). It is

suspended inside the shock tube by means of strings, which keep

it in place, Figure 2B. Endevco 8530B-2002 pressure gages (see

detail in Figure 17), with an eigen frequency of 750 kHz, are used

to measure the air pressure, P1, and P8; and gelatin pressure, P2,

P3, and P4. P1 is situated on the skull, opposite to the opening;

P8 is placed inside the shock tube, on one of the shock tube walls,

at 0.1 m in front of the skull; P3, P2, and P4 are placed in the

gelatin, aligned with a 0.03-m spacing, and perpendicular to the

blast direction (side-on). See gages’ locations in Figure 4. Four

strain gages TML YFLA-103 (length 10 mm, resistance 120 �, gage

factor 2.1) are placed on the skull in orthogonal directions, as

1www.synbone.ch
2www.endevco.com
3www.tml.jp

FIGURE 4 | (A) Sketch of sphere section and pressure gages in gelatin: P2,

P3, and P4 and air: P1, P8; (B) skull with pressure gages: P3 and P2; (C) strain

gages: R1–R4; (D) opening orientation with respect blast direction in different

tests: top(test 1), rear (test 4), front (test 9), side (test 12).
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shown in Figure 4. A Pacific 58004 data acquisition system is used

(2 MHz sample speed; 350 kHz anti-aliasing filter).

The influence of the opening is studied, and compared with

a skull where the opening is closed. To measure the influence of

the opening orientation with respect to the blast direction in the

gelatin, the sphere is rotated, so that the opening is on top (test 1),

at the rear (test 4), in front (test 9), and sideways (test 12).

From the blast experiments, the following observations have

been made:

4www.pacificinstruments.com

• The pressure and impulse (area under pressure-time curve) in

the gelatin is higher when there is an opening in the skull,

Figure 5A.

• The pressure in the gelatin depends on the opening orientation.

The pressure is maximum when the opening faces the blast (test

9), and it is minimum when the opening is opposite to the blast

(test 4), Figure 5B.

• The pressure wave speed is cp = �x
�t = 1463 m/s, calculated

from the time the pressure wave takes to travel between two

consecutive pressure gages (�t = 2.05·10−5 s) and their spacing

(�x = 0.03 m), Figure 5C.

FIGURE 5 | (A) Pressure in gelatin for open and closed skull, P2, and air pressure, P8; (B) influence of opening orientation on internal pressure, P2, open skull;

(C) calculating the pressure wave speed, cp = 1463 m/s.
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FIGURE 6 | Strain rate history on the skull.

• Surprisingly, the initial pressure in the gelatin becomes nega-

tive (in the first 0.5 ms); after which it follows the surrounding

air pressure within the tube. The reason for this pressure drop

might be due to the experimental setup, since a new series of

experiments did not show this effect.

• The strain rate on the skull is moderate, less than 10 s−1,

Figure 6. Hence strain rate dependent behavior should be

moderate.

• Closed skull experiments have shown that the internal pressure

depends on the blast orientation. This indicates that the skull

might not be fully closed or that there might be air trapped

inside. Indeed, the skull is closed by sealing off the opening of

an originally open skull using a Synbone cap. Although great

care is exercised when gluing the cap, there must be a certain

amount of leakage penetrating in the gelatin.

• Experiments have shown little influence of the pressure gage

direction, side-on, or face-on.

2.3. NUMERICAL MODEL

Simulations of the above described shock tube experiments have

been performed. FSI between air blast and surrogate is modeled in

an uncoupled manner. The air blast is modeled by means of Euler-

ian CFD model, and the surrogate’s structural response is modeled

using a Lagrangian FE model. This uncoupling is reasonable due

to the small deformations and displacements of the surrogate dur-

ing the blast loading. As reference case, the skull with the opening

on top is investigated, test 1.

The air blast is simulated using the TNO BLAST code (van

den Berg, 2009). Compressible inviscid flow of an ideal gas is

described by the Euler conservation equations for mass, momen-

tum, and energy. Due to symmetries, only one quarter of the

tube is modeled. The computational domain has dimensions

5 m × 0.2 m × 0.2 m3, discretized as a uniform grid of 0.005 m grid

spacing. The sphere is modeled as a fixed boundary. Appropriate

initial boundary conditions have been applied to describe the

incident blast.

FIGURE 7 | (A) FE mesh of open and closed skull; (B) element faces where

pressure is applied, each color is a group, corresponding to the same

output point of the CFD model.

The structural response is modeled using the FE code LS-

DYNA. Only one half of the sphere is modeled due to symmetry

using appropriate boundary conditions, Figure 7A. The geometry
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FIGURE 8 | Sequence of contour plots during the passage of the air shock wave. Snapshot interval �t = 0.00015 s.

is modeled using roughly 43500 eight-node reduced integrated

solid elements. The maximum element dimensions range from

le = 0.002 m at the center, to le = 0.012 m outside, which is suffi-

cient to describe the wave propagation. A minimum of six elements

are needed within the wave propagation length λ, which is the

case, i.e., 6le = 0.07 m < λ = 0.19 m (see Section 3). Three elements

are used through the skull thickness. The simulated CFD pres-

sure around the sphere is applied as boundary conditions at the

perimeter element faces, Figure 7B.

The gelatin is modeled as an elastic material with a density

of 960 kg/m3. The compression wave speed has been calculated,

cp = 1463 m/s (see Section 2.2). A shear wave speed cs = 40 m/s

has been adopted from literature (Papazoglou et al., 2006).

From cp and cs the elastic constants have been worked out

using Eq. 1, which yield G = 1.552E4 Pa, K = 2.076E9 Pa,

E = 4.656E4 Pa, and ν = 0.4999963. The static stiffness of the

Synbone skull has been measured from uniaxial tensile tests,

E = 1.4E9 Pa, which is in agreement with values reported in

literature (Cronin et al., 2000); ν = 0.469, and the density

is 700 kg/m3. The compression wave speed and shear wave

speed of the Synbone material is cp = 3415 m/s and cs = 825 m/s

respectively.
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FIGURE 9 | (A) CFD simulated pressure around the sphere; (B) CFD simulations and experiments of air pressure at sphere’s front face.

cs =

√

G

ρ

cp =

√

(K + 4/3G)

ρ

G =
E

2 (1 + ν)

K =
E

3 (1 − 2ν)
(1)

3. RESULTS

CFD simulations of the shock tube blast tests show the com-

plex interaction, between the air shock wave (traveling at roughly

400 m/s), the sphere, and the shock tube, Figure 8. The pressure-

time curves at different locations around the sphere are shown

in Figure 9A. The highest peak reflected pressure and impulse

occurs at the sphere’s front face. Compared with the experiments,

the simulations slightly overpredict the impulse, Figure 9B.

As indicated above, the test case considered is with the top

opening, test 1. The reflected pressure of the CFD simulations,

is applied as boundary conditions of the FE model. Figure 10

shows pressure contour plots of the open and closed skull at the

same time (t = 0.008 s). Experiments and simulations show that

when there is an opening, a larger impulse is transferred inside

the gelatin, compared with the case with no opening, Figure 11.

Yet, the simulations do not show the initial pressure drop, which is

observed in the experiments. After this initial drop, both measured

and simulated gelatin pressure follow the surrounding air pressure

in the shock tube, decaying gradually to the atmospheric pressure

after 7 ms.

Simulations show a high frequency component, f =
1
T =

7.7 kHz, which corresponds to the time the pressure wave takes

to travel across the sphere, T = D/cp = 0.19/1463 = 0.00013 s. The
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FIGURE 10 | Pressure contour plots for open (left) and closed skull (right), at t = 0.008 s.

FIGURE 11 | Experimental and simulated pressure history in the gelatin, P2. Signals are filtered using a 4-kHz filter. (A) open skull; (B) closed skull.
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FIGURE 12 | Filtered (4 kHz filter) and unfiltered pressure-time curves in the gelatin, P2.

FIGURE 13 | Filtered and unfiltered pressure signals in the gelatin, P2.

wave length is equal to sphere diameter, λ = cp·T = D = 0.19 m.

For clarity, this high frequency component has been eliminated

throughout the analysis using a 4-kHz filter, Figure 12. The reason

why this high frequency component is not seen in the experiments

is not yet understood.

As far as the strains on the skull, Figure 13, the amplitudes of

simulations and experiments are similar, although the vibration

period of the simulations is slightly longer, which indicates an

overly soft behavior.

3.1. PARAMETER STUDY

To study the influence of the material properties on the surrogate’s

response, a parameter study is performed. Firstly, the influence

of the gelatin shear stiffness investigated, by varying the shear

Table 1 | Pressure and shear wave speeds, and elastic constants of

gelatin.

cp

(m/s)

cs

(m/s)

G (Pa) K (Pa) E (Pa) ν

1463 4 1.552E + 04 2.076E + 09 4.655E + 04 4.9999626E-01

1463 10 9.700E + 04 2.076E + 09 2.909E + 05 4.9997664E-01

1463 30 8.730E + 05 2,075E + 09 2.619E + 06 4.9978967E-01

wave speed cs, while keeping the pressure wave speed cp constant.

The corresponding elastic constants are given in Table 1. The

simulations, Figure 14, show that the gelatin pressure varies little

with cs, in the range of study, 4–30 m/s.
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FIGURE 14 | Influence of gelatin shear wave speed cs on the gelatin pressure, P2.

FIGURE 15 | Influence of skull stiffness on gelatin pressure, P2. (A) open skull; (B) closed skull.
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FIGURE 16 | Influence of skull stiffness on gelatin strain rate (open skull).

Secondly, the influence of the skull stiffness E is analyzed for an

open and a closed skull. The normal Young’s modulus Eo = 1.4E9

Pa is varied between E = 0.1Eo (soft skull), to E = 10Eo (hard

skull), and it is also compared with the case without skull (only

gelatin). The open skull simulations show that the skull gives little

protection, as the pressure in the gelatin is similar regardless of

the skull stiffness, Figure 15. The skull stiffness mainly affects the

initial part of the pressure-time curve. On the contrary, a closed

skull does protect the gelatin inside, since the internal pressure is

more sensitive to the skull stiffness. In the closed case, the skull

is the only pathway of the stress waves into the gelatin; whereas

in the open case, stress waves can also be transmitted through

the opening. Hence the larger stiffness sensitivity for the closed

skull.

Strain rates in the gelatin are smaller than 3, 1/s, and maximum

values are independent of the skull stiffness, Figure 16. Frequency

does increase with increasing skull stiffness. Since the strain rates

are moderate, no special measurement techniques, e.g., split hop-

kinson bar (SPB), are needed in order to characterize its strain rate

behavior.

3.2. INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE GAGES

It has been argued that gages may distort the surrounding pres-

sure field because of their different impedance with respect the

medium in which they are embedded (i.e., gelatin). Hence, the

measured pressure may be different than the actual pressure,

i.e., without gage interference. To study this effect, an Endevco

pressure gage, Figure 17, has been modeled inside the surro-

gate. The gage has a mass of 2.3 g, a volume of 5 cc, and is

made of stainless steel. Due to the gage, a full 3D model is

used, made by mirroring the existing half symmetric model. The

pressure gage is modeled by assigning appropriate material prop-

erties to a number of elements, which occupy roughly the same

volume as the actual gage. The simulated gage has an equiva-

lent density ρ = 4500 kg/m3 and steel elastic constants E = 2.1E11

Pa, ν = 0.3. Hence, cp = 7925 m/s and cs = 4237 m/s. The results

show almost no influence of the gage when using a 4-kHz filter,

Figure 18; a change in amplitude is visible when a 8-kHz filter is

used.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

To understand the causes leading to blast induced mTBI, and

eventually develop protective measures, the mechanisms of wave

propagation in the human head must be investigated. As shown in

this paper, shock tube blast tests on simple skull/brain surrogates,

complemented with simple numerical models, can be very use-

ful to find trends, and serve as basis upon which more advance

surrogates-models can be devised. In the future, to be able to

predict mTBI, animal testing, and simulations thereof must be

done.

From this study, it can be concluded that:

• The presence of an opening in the skull and its orientation

has a large influence on the results. Experiments and simula-

tions show that the pressure and impulse transmitted to the

gelatin increases with an opening. The maximum internal pres-

sure occurs when the opening faces the blast. The internal

pressure in the gelatin follow the outside air pressure. Exper-

iments, however, show an initial pressure drop in the gelatin,

not seen in the simulations, which must be caused by the exper-

imental setup, since more recent measurements did not show

this phenomenon. The presence of air bubbles near the pres-

sure gages have not been checked, and these could affect the

measurements.

• Simulations show that the effect of the skull stiffness is small

if there is an opening in the skull, contrary to what happens

with a closed skull. If the skull is closed, the blast pressure can

only by transmitted to the gelatin through the skull; there is no

alternative path through the opening.

• The gelatin shear wave speed has a small effect on the gelatin

pressure, indicating a predominant bulk behavior. Hence, using
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FIGURE 17 | (A) Endevco pressure gage; (B) full surrogate FE model with gage.

a viscoelastic shear model, instead of the elastic material model

used in this study, might only lead to a modest improve-

ment.

• Because of the small deformation and displacement of the

surrogate skull upon blast loading, an uncoupled simulation

approach (CFD + FE) for the FSI between air blast and surro-

gate is justifiable. The CFD simulations agree with the shock

tube blast experiments, with the advantage over the exper-

iments that the pressure can be obtained anywhere in the

domain, whereas the number of experimental measurements is

limited.

• A high frequency component is observed in the simulated inter-

nal pressure,which corresponds to the reflections of the pressure

wave against the sphere’s free boundaries. This effect is not

seen in the experiments, and further investigation is needed

to explain these differences. To the author’s knowledge there

is no evidence in literature of the application of the pressure

gages used in the experiments to viscoelastic materials. Hence,

it is recommended to validate the gages’ performance in gelatin,

under a known pressure-time load.

• Simulations revealed that the influence of the gages is limited

and only introduces a high frequency component. Mesh fine-

ness remains to be investigated, since the pressure field created

around the gages may require a finer mesh discretization.

• Strain rates observed in the simulations and experiments are

moderate. Hence, standard tests can be performed for material

characterization (e.g., dynamic tensile tests), without the need

of high strain rate tests (e.g., SHB).
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FIGURE 18 | Influence of the gage on pressure-time curves, in the middle of sphere (P2). (A) 4 kHz filter; (B) 8 kHz filter.
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